Feliz Navidad
SATB a cappella or accompanied by instruments

Lyrics: José Feliciano

Music: José Feliciano
Arrangement: Lorenz Maierhofer

Animated \( \text{Intro/Bridge} \)

\( \text{S} \)

Ooh,

(Solo voices whisper: Feliz Navidad!)

\( \text{A} \)

Ooh,

(Solo voices whisper: Feliz Navidad!)

\( \text{T} \)

Ooh,

\( \text{B} \)

Ba doo ba doo doo doo dm ts ba dm dm ts Fe-liz Na-vi-dad! Fe-liz Na-vi-

\( \text{Dm} \quad \text{G} \quad \text{G7} \quad \text{C} \)

Piano/Klavier
(for rehearsal)

\( \text{Ooh.} \quad \text{Fe-li-ci-dad!} \)

\( \text{Ooh.} \quad \text{Fe-li-ci-dad!} \)

\( \text{Ooh.} \quad \text{Fe-li-ci-dad!} \quad \text{Solo ad lib} \)

\( \text{Ooh.} \quad \text{Fe-li-ci-dad!} \quad \text{Ref.: Fe-liz Na-vi-

\( \text{dad!} \quad \text{Ba dm dm dm ts ba dm dm ts ba dm dm dm.} \quad \text{Fe-li-ci-dad!} \quad \text{Am} \quad \text{Dm} \quad \text{G} \quad \text{G7} \quad \text{C} \)
Mary Christmas, I wanna wish you a Mary Christmas! I wanna wish you a
Mary Christmas, I wanna wish you a Mary Christmas! I wanna wish you a
Mary Christmas, ooh, Mary Christmas! I wanna wish you a

I wanna wish you a Mary Christmas, dam ts ba dm dm dm. I wanna wish you a

F G7 C Am7

Mary Christmas from the bot-tom of my heart! I wanna wish you a
Mary Christmas from the bot-tom of my heart! I wanna wish you a
Mary Christmas from the bot-tom of my heart! I wanna wish you a
Mary Christmas from the bot-tom of my dam ts ba dm dm dm. I wanna wish you a

D m7 G7 C C
Merry Christmas, I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas, I wanna wish you a
(with mistletoe and lots of cheer, with lots of laughter through-

Merry Christmas, I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas, I wanna wish you a
(with mistletoe and lots of cheer, with lots of laughter through-

Merry Christmas, ooh, a Merry Christmas, I wanna wish you a
(and lots of cheer, with lots of laughter through-

Merry, Merry Christmas, dm dm ts ba dm dm dm, I wanna wish you a
(with lots of laughter through-

Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart!
out the years from the bottom of my heart!

Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart!
out the years from the bottom of my heart!

Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart, of my heart!
Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart, of my heart!

Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart, of my heart!
Dm7 G7 C C D.C.
Ending

Repeat and improvise ad lib

I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart!

I wanna wish you a Merry Christmas from the bottom of my heart, of my heart!

N.C.  Dm7  G7  C  Fine

Vocussion 1:

Ts ts ts tsh tsh.

Snap

Vocussion 2:

(tongue-click sound)

(clap)

Patterns for rhythmic accompaniment ad lib:

Latin percussion:

Drumset pattern:

Style: 8-Beat $\frac{4}{4}$ = 140
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